OH THE DEEP, DEEP LOVE
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ocean in its fullness over me, under

neath me, all around me is the current of Your

love, leading onward, leading homeward to Your

own, how for them He's interceding, pleading
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**GLO-RI-**ous rest aw**a**ove, Oh the

now be**f**ore the thron**e**.

**A/C#** **Bm** **A**

**CHORUS**

**A/C#** **Bm** **G2**

dee**p**, dee**p** love, all I need and

**D** **Em** **G2**

trust is the de**e**p, de**e**p love of

1. **Dsus4** **D** **D2** **D** **Dsus4/B** **Bm7** **G2**

**Jes**us.

2. Oh the
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2.

Dsus4  D  D2  D  A/C#  Bm

Je - sus.  O the deep, deep love, all I

Dsus4  D  D2  D  

3.

G2  D  Em  G2

need and trust is the deep, deep love of

G2  D  Em  G2

TURN

Dsus4  D  D2  D  Dsus4/B  Bm7  G2

Je - sus._

Dsus4  D  D2  D  Dsus4/B  Bm7  G2

3.

Dsus4  D  D2  D  Dsus4/B  Bm7  G2

3. Oh the
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VERSE 3

49

Dsus4 D D2 D D2 G/D
depth, depth love of Jesus, surpassing all the rest, it's an

53

Dsus4 D D2 D Em7/D D
ocean full of blessing in the midst of every test. Oh the

57

A/C# Bm G D
depth, depth love of Jesus, mighty Savior, precious friend, You will

61

A/C# Em G Em7 A/C# Bm A
bring us home to glory, where Your love will never end. Oh the
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**CHORUS**

A/C#\ Bm\ G2\ D

deep, deep love, all I need and trust is the

---

Em\ G2\ Dsus4\ D\ D2\ D

dep, deep love of Jesus. Oh the

---

Dsus4\ D\ D2\ D\ A/C#\ Bm

Jesus.

---
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CHORUS

Oh the deep, deep love, all I need and

trust is the deep, deep love of Jesus.